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Abst rac t - -Th is  paper deals with the following inverse igenvalue problem: Given an n by n real 
symmetric matrix A and a set of real numbers {Ai}~, find a diagonal matrix D such that A + D has 
eigenvalues As. For the solvability of this problem a number of necessary conditions and sufficient 
conditions are known. In this work, new necessary conditions are derived, while some sufficient 
conditions are optimized. In particular, one sufficient condition due to Morel is obtained by optimizing 
a sufficient condition discovered by Laborde. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the following inverse eigenvalue problem for matrices: Given an n by n real symmetric 
matrix A and a set of real numbers AI, A2 . . . .  , An, find a real diagonal matrix D such that A + D 
has as its eigenvalues the numbers Ai. This problem is called the Additive Inverse Eigenvalue 
Problem (AIEP). 
The AIEP was posed by Downing and Householder [1] in 1956. To compute a solution to 
this problem, they proposed a numerical algorithm based on the Newton's method, in which 
they assume the existence of a solution, although they did not discuss whether a solution is 
possible. We quote them [1, p. 203]: "Criteria for the existence of solutions do not appear to be 
known. In practical applications, however, circumstantial evidence may be sufficient o justify 
the assumption that at least one solution exists." 
There have been important advances in the question of the existence of a solution to the AIEP 
problem in the last 20 years. Necessary conditions and sufficient conditions have been obtained 
by Hadeler [2], Laborde [3], De Oliveira [4,5], Friedland [6], Morel [7-9] and Biegler-K6nig [10]. 
In this paper, new necessary conditions for the solvability of the AIEP are derived. Concerning 
the sufficient conditions, some of them are optimized. The paper is organized as follows. In 
Section 2, we include a summary of necessary conditions which are known, and we derived new 
necessary conditions. In Section 3, we present the most well known sufficient conditions and 
we optimize some of them. In particular, one sufficient condition due to Morel is obtained by 
optimizing a sufficient condition discovered by Laborde. 
2. NECESSARY CONDIT IONS 
Consider the AIEP as defined in Section 1. We may assume without loss of generality, that the 
diagonal entries of A are all zeros, since we can incorporate them into the diagonal matrix D. We 
may also suppose that the desired eigenvalues Ai sum to zero, since we can always translate the 
spectrum by an amount h by adding the scalar matrix hi, where h 1 = -~- ~ Ai. Thus, if A + D 
has the modified spectrum Ai + h, then A + D - h i  will have the original spectrum. 
In this section, we assume that the AIEP problem has a solution D=diag{dl ,du, . . . ,  dn}. That 
is, we suppose that there exist D such that the matrix A+D has eigenvalues Ai. Since all diagonal 
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entries of A are zeros and ~=l  hi = O, it follows that 
d~ = 0, (2.1) 
i=1 
and 
I1A + Oll~" = I1AII~' + 110113, (2.2) 
where I I  IIF denotes the Frohenius matrix norm. From (2.2) and the symmetry of A we have 
n 
B P~ --- h~, (NC 1) 
i=1 i=1 
where the Pi are the eigenvalues of A. This is the simplest necessary condition, and it tells us 
that the given eigenvalues must be more spread out than the eigenvalues of A. 
We shall assume, for the rest of this paper, that the given eigenvalues hi and the eigenvalues pi 
of A satisfy 
hi < A2 < ... < ha, (2.3) 
pl </z2 < --. < Pn. (2.4) 
A second necessary condition can be obtained by using properties of the Rayleigh quotient. In 
fact, for all vectors x ~ 0, we have 
z T (A + D) z < An. (2.5) hi < 
- -  xTx  
In particular, for z = (1, 1, . . . ,  1) T we obtain, recalling Condition (2.1), 
~1 < l ~ Cliff < hrl. (NC 2) 
Now, for z = ei, the ith unit vector, we have from (2.5) 
~1 ~ dl _~< hrL, i - -  1 ,2 , . . .  ,n .  (2.6) 
The following lemma together with the monotonicity theorem (Wilkinson [11, p. 102]) will give 
us another necessary condition. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that dl + d2 + ""  + dn = 0 with dk all real. Then, 
l i  
d~_< n-1  ~d2 ' for allk. (2.7) 
n i=1 
PROOF. If dk = 0, for all k, there is nothing to prove. Let dk ¢ 0 and zi = - ~ ,  for i ¢ k. 
Define 
Z f (Z l ,Z2 , . . .  ,Zk_1,Zk.l. 1 , . . .  ,Xn) : 1 + z i • 
It is clear that f attains its minimum value, under the constraint ~"~i~k zl = 1, at (1/n - 1, 
i /n -  1 , . . . ,  l /n -  1). Hence, 
f n - l 'n - l " " 'n  1 n 1 <1+ z~= , 
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and (2.7) follows. In particular, for dk = 1 and di = - l /n -  1, i 9~ k, we have an equality in (2.7), 
which shows that the inequality is sharp. II 
We now consider another necessary condition. From (2.1), we have max d~ > 0 and min dk < 0. 
k k 
We apply the monotonicity theorem [11, p. 102] and we obtain 
/~i + r~n dk ~ hi ~ pi + mkax dk, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n, 
whence 
m/ax(,~i -/ai) _< mkax dk, (2.8) 
m ax(pi - ,~i) _< - rain dk. (2.9) 
, k 
Using the result of the previous lemma, (2.8) and (2.9), we obtain 
m ax(,~,- ,i)<_ ~ (~_~ d~) 1/' , (2.10) 
miax(pi- h i )< - ~  (E  d~) 1/~ (2.11) 
From (2.2), we have 
= + 
Now, from (2.10), (2.11) and (2.12), follow the necessary conditions 
(2.12) 
miax('~i- Pi)<: V ~  ( Eh~-  EP~) I /2  (NC 3) 
(NC 4) 
Let M = max dk and m = min dk. From the monotonicity theorem, we have 
k k 
m + Pi+l <_ .~i+z <_ M + pi+l, 
-M  -/ai < -h i  _< -m -/ai. 
Then, 
- (M-  m) + (Pi+l - Pi) _< hi+l - hi < M-  m + (/Ji+l - Pi), 
whence, 
miax - - (m+l -  ,i)l _< M - m. 
From this inequality and the previous lemma, it follows that 
(NC 5) 
In order to derive the next necessary condition, we recall the Wielandt-Hoffman i equality [12]. 
If B and C are Hermitian matrices with eigenvalues/~i (/~i _</~i+z) and 7i (7i _< 7i+1), respectively, 
then 
~--~(D, - -ri) = < II B - Cll~,. (2.13) 
Applying this inequality to B = A + D and C = A, we obtain 
E (h , -  p,)~ < [[D[[~. = ~ h/~ - Ep/2,  (2.14) 
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whence 
For B = - (A  + D) and C = -.4, the inequality (2.13) gives us 
>- E 
From (2.1+) and (2.1+), we have the necessary condition 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
We hasten to point out that the necessary condition (2.15) was first obtained by Morel [8] and 
later extended by Friedland to NC 6. 
LEMMA 2. I f  the A IEP  has a solution D=diag{dt, d2 . . . .  , dn}, then 
mini IAj - •i[ _< rnkax [dk[ for all j, (2.17) 
nQn IA/- ~+l_ %ax Id+l for all j. (2.18) 
PROOF. Let 6j = m.in [Aj -P i l -  If +j = 0, then inequality (2.17) is immediate. We assume 
I 
6j > 0. Then A j l -  A is a nonsingular matrix, while 1 -  (A j l -  A) - ID  is singular. In fact, if this 
matrix were invertible, the product (Aj I -  A)( I  - (A j I  - A)- ID)  = Ajl - (A + D) would also 
be invertible, contradicting the fact that Aj is an eigenvalue of A + D. Hence, 1 is an eigenvalue 
of (A j l -  A) -xD and 
t IIDII2, t _< II(Aj+- A)-' Oil2 < II(mjZ- A)-'IIz IIDIIz _< 
where II. I1= denotes the spectral norm. Thus, (2.17) is obtained. The inequality (2.18) can be 
obtained by taking 6j = m.in [Ji - pj 1, and considering the matrix pj I - (A + D). I 
I 
From inequalities (2.17) and (2.18) and Lemma 1, we have 
max ~n IA~- #,1 < ( - - - -~  (~-~' A~- Zp~)  t12 (2.19) 
max n~in I/~j - Ai[_< (ZA: -?~tz i )  . (2.20) 
We observe that, in general, 
max rniin I/ij -A i [  # max miin [,~j -/ J i[ ,  
J J 
and, therefore, Conditions (2.19) and (2.20) are different. From these conditions, we obtain 
max {rn/ax min [A j /  -/~i1, rnjax min ]/zj-  Ail}<_ ~/-~f@n-l(z Ap-  ~-~ p~) '/'~ (NC 7) 
3. SUFF IC IENT CONDIT IONS 
The cornerstone of all sufficient conditions that are known is the Brouwer fixed point theorem. 
A very important role in the application of this theorem is played by the mapping 
T:B  ,R"  
T(v)  = v + ,~ - ~,*(A + V), 
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where B is a convex, compact and non-empty subset of R", A is the vector of the desired eigen- 
values and A*(A + V) is the vector of the eigenvalues of A + V, with V =diag{vl, v2, va,..., v,} 
and v = (Vl, v2,..., v,) T. Since T is a continuous mapping, if T(B)  C_ B, then there exists d E B 
such that T(d) = d and so A*(A + D) = A. Thus, D is a solution for the AIEP. 
All the known sufficient conditions tell us that, if the given eigenvalues are sufficiently separated, 
then the problem has a solution. The earliest result of this type is due to Hadeler [2] who 
established (~j 2j) 1` 2 
If m()t) = mi.'n(,~i+l, - Ai) >_ 2V~ max a , (SC 1) 
then the AIEP has a solution. 
Among the most well known sufficient conditions for the AIEP, we can mention: 
(Laborde [3]): If re(A) ~ 2p(A), where A is an Hermitian matrix and p(A) (SC 2) 
denotes the spectral radius of A, then the AIEP has a solution. 
(Morel [8,9]): If re(A) _> 2 t-(l/P) ()"~ el/p) for at least one p,p >_ 1 (SC 3) 
or if re(A) _> p,, - pl, then the AIEP has a solution. (SC4) 
In SC 3 and SC 4, A is an Hermitian matrix with eigenvalues/zi listed in increasing order. 
Since p(A) <_ [IA]l, for any matrix norm and I/zi - #j[ _< V~[[A[[r (Mirsky [13]), Conditions 
SC 2 and SC 4 can be replaced by 
re(A) ~ 2 IIAll, (SC 5) 
m(A) _ v~ {IAIIr, (SC 6) 
which are easier to handle, although less precise. 
The following sufficient condition is for a real matrix A, not necessarily symmetric 
(De Oliveira [5]): iflAo(O-Ao(#)I>2(S~+Sj), i , j= 1,2,...,n (SC7) 
with i :f- j ,  where Si = ~]j#i laq}, and ~r is a permutation, then the AIEP has a solution. 
Let A - a be the vector 
A--  a = (A 1 -- ~, ~2 - -a , - . - ,An  -- a). 
Clearly, re(A) = Inin(Ai+l - Ai) "- m (A - it). Us ing this invariance, we try to improve the 
sufficient conditions in which re(A) appears, by choosing a such that the respective right side 
is a minimum. We start with the condition of Laborde. For the matrix A - aI, this condition 
becomes re(A) _> 2p(A - al). We now look for the value of a that minimizes p(A - aI). Clearly, 
p(A - aI) = max {[/~, - al, l/z1 - a[} 
attains its minimum value for a satisfying the equation 
Ct - -~ I  = /~n - -a ,  
that is, for Sop = (~1 "[-~/n)/2. Hence, 
"'arninp(A-°:l) = ~n -- ~1 
2 ' 
and the best a leads us to the sufficient condition of Morel SC 4. 
We now apply Morel's condition SC 3 to the matrix A - al. We seek an a such that 
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be a minimum. We shall consider the cases p = 1 and p = 2. Let p = 1 and let f(cr) -- ~ l/Ji-cr[. 
It is not hard to see that ifn is an odd number, say n = 2m+ I, then the best a is crop = Pro+l, 
while if n is even, n = 2m, then Crop =/jm. In both events, we have 
l~n f(cr) -- ~ (/jrn+/c+1 -/J/c). 
/C=I 
Then, we have 
Let A be a Hermitian matrix in the AIEP. If re(A) _> ~"~/cm__l(pm+k+l - p/c), (SC 8) 
where A is of order n = 2m + 1 or n = 2m, then the AIEP has a solution. 
Let now p = 2 and f (a)  = ~'~(#i-a) 2. In this case, crop = ()-'~ p l ) /n  is the opt imum. However, 
we have assumed that the diagonal entries of A are all zero. Therefore, we cannot improve upon 
Motel 's condit ion for p = 2. 
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